Printing Solutions for the Pizza and Fast Food
Industry...A Little Slice of Heaven!
Time is a critical aspect in the operation of a successful fast food and pizza
delivery enterprise. With guaranteed delivery times of 30 minutes or less and
orders coming from multiple sources, your business requires efficient, effective
and automated procedures to successfully process orders quickly and accurately.





Our label printers are some of the most
robust and durable printers on the
market, easily withstanding the messy
pizzeria environment. Flour? Sauce?
Oil? Dough? No problem! Our printers
are built to endure whatever your
preppers throw at them!
Best-in-class first label out speed and
clear print improve efficiency and
reduce delivery errors





Audible indicator alerts staff when an
order comes through online so no
time is wasted
Reliable receipt printers are not only
fast... they’re also capable of
promoting your business with custom
logos, messages, and coupons

“I am thrilled with the savings that CognitiveTPG printers
generate. We’ve already noticed increased order accuracy
and better inventory control.”
Dale “The Pie Man” Roberts
Owner of Blackjack Pizza in Boulder, Colorado

Innovation built to last

CognitiveTPG’s Hospitality Printer Product Line
A798 & A799II Receipt Printers

True workhorse receipt printers with industry leading
print speed, knifelife, and warranty. Available with a spill
proof cover to protect against accidental spills.

ReceiptWareTM Software

A simple, flexible, and free marketing software tool with
features to deliver your promotional or customer loyalty
message on the receipt.

M320 Mobile Printers–Bluetooth or 802.11n/g

Lightweight, ergonomical yet ruggedly designed mobile
printer that prints labels or receipts. Equip your team with a
mobile solution for printing receipts or accurately labeling
the inventory in the back of the store.

C Series & DLXi Label Printers

Known as the printer you can stand-on, our label printers
offer high performance (up to 8 ips print speed), a
compact footprint, multiple interfaces for greater
flexibility, and exceptional ruggedness.

Linerless Label Printer

An eco-friendly receipt printing option for receipts that
need to “stick” or be repositioned. Perfect for carry out
applications.

Innovation built to last
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